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Types of Democracy
! Direct or participatory democracy: the people rule 

themselves by carrying out the tasks of government 
themselves. The people acting together make the most 
central political decisions

! Liberal or representative (Republics, in the modern sense 
of the term)
! The people in their collective capacity are excluded from 

carrying out the tasks of government
! All government officials are chosen directly or indirectly by 

the people
! These government officials make the central political 

decisions



Liberal Democracy 
! Types of Liberalism

! Deontological-Contractarian (Locke, Kant)
! Utilitarian (Bentham)

! Dimension on which liberal democracies vary
! Majoritarian vs Pluralist
! Populist vs Elitist
! Egalitarian vs inegalitarian 
! Centralization vs Decentralization          
! Educative vs Non-educative
! Extent of Structural Inequality                  

! Forms of Liberal Democratic Government
! Presidential vs Parliamentary
! Two-party vs Multi-party



Participatory Democracy
! Solidarity conception (Rousseau)
! Self-development conception (Marx & Mill)
! Aristotelian conception 



Types of Final Goods and Ends I
! Final vs Intermediate Goods and Ends

! Final: Goods we seek for their own sake
! Intermediate: Goods we seek as a means to other good

! Eudamonic vs Normative Goods and Ends
! Eudamonic: brings us satisfaction or happiness
! Normative: acting on moral principle

– Rights
– Virtues



Types of Final Goods and Ends II
! Types of Eudamonic Ends

! Individual Goods
– Egoistic
– Altruistic

! Common Goods
– Shared Individual Goods
– Public Goods (policies)
– Institutional Goods (practices or processes)
– Communal Goods

! Activity oriented Vs Experience oriented
! Immediate vs Mediated (by time or distance)



Liberal Conception of Human Nature I
! Source of action is our final wants which are

! Given
! Constraining

! Role of reason
! Instrumental
! Deliberative

– Scheduling satisfaction of our wants
– Technical modification of one want in order to satisfy others

! Moral (for contractarian liberals)
! Not substantive

– Reason shapes and determines our final ends or desires
– Our final ends or desires can be radically mistaken: we can be 

wrong about what will bring (and has brought us) fulfillment 



Liberal Conception of Human Nature II
! Happiness is the satisfaction of our wants 

! Although complete happiness is not possible because we 
always have an additional want

! We have few common wants
! Life
! Food, Clothing, Shelter
! Instrumental Goods (which we want for ourselves but not 

necessarily for others) 
– Civil liberty and freedom 

! Freedom of speech and thought, religion
! Freedom of  action 

– The protection of our property, income, wealth  and economic 
growth



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics I
! Human beings are not fundamentally political animals

! Polities and societies are not (necessarily) constituted by 
people having common ends but by the interaction of 
individuals who have different ends

– Some liberals also argue that culture and common beliefs are 
less important than  individual experience or nature in 
determining  our final desires; Culture and common beliefs 
effect us but do not fundamentally constitute who we are 

! Human fulfillment does not require that we satisfy any 
communal final goods, including that found in political activity

– Many, perhaps most human beings can be fulfilled solely by 
non-communal final goods 

– Some liberals even deny that there are any truly communal final 
goods. Supposed communal goods are really individual final 
goods that a number of people have at the same place and 
time.

– Thus political activity is not a communal activity that is central to 
human fulfillment



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics II
! The fundamental form of social interaction is individual 

agreement or contract with other individuals. These are 
market relationships 

! The main aim of politics is to provide the public 
intermediate  goods necessary to everyone’s pursuit of 
their individual final goods
! Main intermediate ends are peace, life, liberty and property 

(income, wealth, economic growth)
! Not

– To provide shared final goods that are not broadly shared
– To provide communal final goods by taking part in political 

activity
– To provide political support for other communal, public or shared 

individual final goods such as  moral education, religion, arts 
and sciences 



Liberal Contractarianism I 
! The state of nature: politics is not natural
! Right to life, liberty, and property

! Prudential argument
! Moral argument
! Theological argument

! Deficiencies in the state of nature
! We lack

– Settled laws
– Impartial Judges
– Power to punish

! Ambitious seek to rule others



Liberal Contractarianism II
! Give up right to protect our rights to government

! Everyone consents to join civil society
! Majority determines the form of government
! We retain right to rebellion if the government violates our 

rights
! The only legitimate ends of government are the protection 

of our rights and the attainment of our common 
instrumental goods



Liberal Contractarianism III
! Government protects our rights by 

! Defining our rights by law and always acting by means of  the 
rule of law

– No action without a law
– Laws must be general and people must be equal before the law 

(non-discrimination)
! Punishing those who violate laws
! Encouraging the ambitious to attain their ends through 

economic rather than political activity



Liberal Contractarianism IV
! In addition to life, liberty and property, most contemporary 

contractarian liberals also believe that we have rights to
! Formal equality of opportunity: Right not to be discriminated 

against by public or private agencies with regard to 
employment or service on any grounds that are irrelevant 
such as race and ethnicity, sex, religion, etc.

! Formal equality of opportunity extends the prohibition against 
discrimination from the public to the private sector



Liberal Contractarianism V
! Some contemporary contractarian liberals also believe that 

we have rights to social welfare benefits
! Common provision (the social safety net): Some minimal 

level of well being provided to those who are unable to 
provide for themselves due to bad health, disability, old age, 
lack of employment

! Fair equality of opportunity: minimization of the impact of 
inequalities in family background, educational opportunity, 
and employment opportunity, or opportunities to attain 
positions of power and income

! Further redistribution to reduce economic inequality due to 
differences in natural talents



Liberal Utilitarianism I 
! Government is created by people to serve our instrumental 

ends but there is no original contract
! People do not have any moral rights, all rights are legal 

rights created by government
! Governments should act to attain the greatest happiness 

of the greatest number (GHGN). 
! The GHGN generally requires the protection of legal rights 

to life, liberty, formal equality of opportunity and property 
because
! The right to liberty leads to happiness because 

– we each know best what our wants are and how to satisfy them
– it leads to civic peace



Liberal Utilitarianism II
! The right to formal equality of opportunity and property leads 

to more happiness because the free market is the most 
efficient form of economic life. 

! To attain the GHGN, however,  the government may have to 
supervise and regulate a free market economy to

– Promote public goods not provided for by market interaction and 
eliminate public evils that flow from market interaction

– To create and protect other rights by  means of social welfare 
benefits such as to common provision, fair equality of 
opportunity and further redistribution of income 

! The right to social welfare—common provision, fair equality 
of opportunity (and, perhaps also to further redistribution to 
reduce economic inequality due to differences in natural 
talents)—leads to more happiness because of the declining 
marginal contribution of opportunities and material goods to 
happiness 



Liberalism and the Importance of Liberty 
! Liberty leads to human happiness because it allows us to 

satisfy our wants and as we choose to and we are often 
best placed to know what would bring us fulfillment

! Liberty encourages scientific and technological 
development which in turn encourages economic growth: 
liberalism sees these developments as signs of great 
human progress

! Liberty encourages peace and government stability
! Because people do not struggle over government power in 

order to tell other people how to live or how to worship god
! Because economic growth reduces conflict (see below)



Liberalism and the Importance of Property and 
Economic Growth

! The goods provided by liberal polities and societies satisfy 
human wants and desires to a high degree

! Securing property and encouraging economic growth leads 
to reduced conflict and peace 
! Because the rich and poor focus on increasing the amount of 

goods they can produce rather than fighting over the 
distribution of goods produced

! The condition of the poor is alleviated by
– Economic growth
– And, in some liberal polities, by policies that favor common 

provision, fair equality of opportunity and redistribution from the 
rich, all of which are is easier to accomplish when the economy 
is growing



Liberalism and the Importance of Limited  
Government

! Liberalism seeks limited government that does not go 
beyond providing the common instrumental goods (which 
for contractarians, are our rights)
! For contractarians: because there are no common goods 

beyond the instrumental goods,  any political decisions forces 
people to pay for goods they do not want. This  is unfair or 
tyrannical to some people

! For both contractarians and utilitarians: government provision 
of common goods will frequently interferes with the free 
market thus reducing the overall level of economic activity

! For both contractarians and utilitarians: by avoiding conflicts 
over the public provision of individual and common goods 
liberalism hopes to reduce political conflict and secure peace 



Liberal Means to Limited Government I
! Liberalism seeks to reduce the role of government and 

replace political relationships (relationships of authority) 
with market relationships (or relationships of contract)
! Market relationships are thought to be inherently non-political 

and non-coercive
! Diverting human energy from politics to economics making 

peace and economic growth more likely
! Liberalism seeks moral rules that can be used to 

determine what is right and wrong prior to the engagement 
in political life
! These rules should abstract from any substantive account of 

the human good
! These rules should be applicable in a technical manner
! Examples

– Rules which define our rights
– The principle of utility



Liberal Means to Limited Government II
! Liberalism supports technocratic decision-making: the 

exercise of authority based on scientific expertise in  
! Science tells us how best to attain our goals
! Scientific expertise and algorithmic decision making 

minimizes the exercise of personal authority of some people 
over others

! Such authority is thought to be non-political and non-
coercive 



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics III
! Politics at its best is the result of unanimous agreement on 

moral rules that give the ends of government and the 
scientific means to attain these ends 

! Politics at its worst is the result of a conflict of interests 
shaped by a constitution designed 
! To protect our rights by insuring that the power of those who 

seek to infringe on our rights is checked and balanced
! To serve the common good by insuring that interests are 

forced to compromise with each other and that, as a result, 
public officials only adopt those public policies that serve the 
common good



Ends and Means of Liberalism

INTERNAL
PEACE 
AND
SECURITY

Limited Government
Market vs Political 
Relationships

Diversion from Politics to 
Economics: Income & 
Prestige Found in 
Non-political activity

CIVIL LIBERTY
PROTECTION OF

Deterrence of Violation 
of Rights

Scientific and Technological Development

Ends are in ITALIC CAPS

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Reduction in Conflict Over Government



Why Liberal Government Has Expanded in 
Scope and Size I

! Common Goods
! National defense

– New, expensive technologies
– International responsibilities of the United States

! Government support of economic development
– Goods necessary to or aid economic development

! Infrastructure
! Education

– Public provision is necessary because the benefits of these 
goods go to those who would not pay for them in the market

! New public  goods
– That arise from economic and technological development: Relief 

from externalities of pollution, patterns of land use
– That are made possible by economic and technological 

development: Public  health



Why Liberal Government Has Expanded in 
Scope and Size II

! Social welfare benefits to individuals to provide common 
provision and fair equality of opportunity
! Previous means of providing protection against ill health, 

disability, old age and lack of economic opportunities have 
been undermined

– Small families
– Geographic mobility and loss of contact with family and friends
– Few live on farms

! Opportunity for positions of power and income requires 
education and employment opportunities to a much greater 
degree today than in the past

– Requirements of capital and education to start a new business 
are much higher than in the past



Why Liberal Government Has Expanded in 
Scope and Size III

! More people today, than in the past, believe in the right to 
common provision and fair equality of opportunity and have 
the political power to demand that government protect this 
right

– Beliefs change, in part, due to the recognition of the first two 
factors

– Equality of political power of the workers, minorities and women 
has  increased due to the labor, civil rights and feminist 
movements

! Economic aid to specific industries
! Liberal democracy allows special interest groups to pressure 

governments to provide these goods



Is Liberal Government Still Limited? I
! Liberal government does much more than it did in the early 

years of this century
! Although the notion that liberal government was once laissez-

faire government is a myth
! But in fundamental ways, liberal governments are still 

limited to attaining the liberal aims of protecting our rights
! Protecting our  rights requires much more government now 

than it did in the past, especially if one believes in a right to 
common provision and fair equality of opportunity

! Liberal governments, compared to other forms of government 
are very limited in that 

– They do not Interfere with civil liberties: freedoms of speech and 
action

– The leaves most economic decisions to market relationships 
although these relationships are regulated by the government



Is Liberal Government Still Limited? II
! Liberal government may  violate the principles of 

liberalism, however, in that the decisions about how to 
provide public goods & social welfare benefits (for common 
provision and fair equality of opportunity) often take into 
account substantive considerations of the human good
! Public good: Policies to aid economic development take into 

account other benefits besides economic development 
– Types of transportation
– Support for the arts
– Support for professional athletics
– Support for liberal education

! Common provision and fair equality of opportunity: Decisions 
about these policies often reflect some conception of human 
nature and the human good

– Child care policies reflect our views of feminism
– Anti-poverty policies reflect our views of the importance of 

working to a good life



How Liberal Governments Fail I
! Rights 

! Government can violate the rights of  
– a minority of the people
– a majority of the people

! Government can fail to stop private individuals or groups from 
violating the rights of a majority or minority of the people 

! Government fails to provide common goods or provides 
goods that are not common because 
! The people or the government are mistaken about the nature 

of the common good 
! The people or the government are short sighted and unwilling 

to make sacrifices today in order to obtain common goods in 
the future 

! The government is unable to provide common goods 
because of technical failures in public policies 



How Liberal Governments Fail II
! Government provision of common goods fails to respond 

equally to the ends of  all of the people 
! Government provides common goods (or common goods to 

certain degrees) that reflects the ends of some but not other 
groups 

! Government provides common goods that are common at an 
abstract level but, at a more concrete level are biased 
towards some people rather than others 



How Liberal Governments Fail III
! Government serves special interests rather than the 

common good
! Government provides common goods in ways that provide 

more benefits to special interests than is necessary to attain 
the common good 

! Government provides common goods in ways that 
unjustifiably benefits some special interests rather than 
others  

! Government fails to provide common goods because of the 
opposition of special interests to the costs they would have to 
bear 

! Government provides common goods that creates greater 
injustice in the distribution of income 

! Government is utterly indifferent to the common good and 
seeks to benefit special interests 



How Liberal Governments Fail IV
! Government can serve the common good by placing unjust 

costs on special interest groups rather than on everyone 
! Distributive Justice

! Governments fail to go far enough in providing social welfare 
benefits

– common provision and fair equality of opportunity including a 
basic level of well being to those unable to provide for 
themselves and opportunities for positions of power and income

– in redistributing income from the rich to the poor 
! Governments go too far enough in promoting both of the 

above
! Political and social stability can be undermined by extreme 

political and social conflict 



Why Liberals Favor Representative Not 
Participatory

! Liberalism discourages excessive political activity which 
leads to political conflict and civil war

! Direct democracy is impossible in large polities and only 
large polities can retain their political independence from 
foreign domination

! Direct democracy may not lead to good government 
because
! The people may not have qualities desirable in rulers
! In large crowds deliberation and debate is often replaced by 

demagoguery



Forms of Liberal Democratic Government

! Governmental Institutions
! Presidential / Separation of Powers Systems
! Parliamentary Systems

! Electoral and Party Systems
! Methods of Electing Legislatures and (in Presidential 

systems, Executives)
! Number of Parties



Presidential / Separation of Powers Systems I

! Fundamental powers of government: legislative, executive, 
judicial

! Officials in each institution or branch of government are 
either chosen independently of the others or have some 
other means of independence from them (such as life 
terms)

! Separation of Powers: Different governmental institutions 
(Branches of Government) exercise different powers of 
government
! To preserve the rule of law

– No government action without a law
– All laws must be general
– No government official is above the law



Presidential / Separation of Powers Systems II
! Because different powers are best exercised by different 

kinds of institutions
! To limit concentration of power

! Checks and Balances: Different governmental institutions 
have some share in the powers exercised by other
! To preserve the separation of powers
! To divide power

– within the government
– within the people 

! To create deliberate (slow moving) government



Parliamentary Systems
! The head of the executive branch (the Prime Minister or 

Premier) is elected by a majority of the legislative branch 
(the Parliament)
! An majority (not a plurality) is required
! The majority may be composed of a coalition of different 

parties
! The heads of the executive departments are chosen by the 

Prime Minister from the Parliament (subject to the 
agreement of the parties that are part of the governing 
coalition)

! To stay in power, the Prime Minister and the other 
Ministers (the Government) must continue to receive the 
support of a majority of the Parliament on all important 
legislative votes and / or on motions of no-confidence



Party and Electoral Systems
! Party Systems: Number of parties with more than token representation 

in legislature or that sometimes hold executive  office
! Two party
! Multi-party

! Why a Two Party System in the United States?
! Historical accident
! Distribution of public opinion
! Electoral and campaign finance laws
! Electoral systems
! Form of Government: 

– Presidential / Separation of Power
– Parliamentary

! Electoral Systems and the Number of Parties
! Majority vs plurality system (1st past the post)
" Members  per district

– Single member district (winner takes all)
– Multi-member district
– Proportional representation



Important Minor Party Presidential Candidates 
in the 20th Century

Note: Percentage of the popular vote is the percentage of the total popular vote won by major party and important 
3rd party candidates. The vote of other candidates is excluded.

Year
Democratic 
Candidate

Percentage 
of Popular 

Vote
Republican 
Candidate

Percentage 
of Popular 

Vote

3rd Party 
Candidate / 

Party

Percentage 
of Popular 

Vote

4th Party 
Candidate/ 

Party
Percentage of 
Popular Vote

1992 Bill Clinton 43%
George 
Bush 38% Ross Perot 19%

1980
Jimmy 
Carter 42%

Ronald 
Reagan 52%

John B. 
Anderson 7%

1968
Hubert 
Humphrey 35%

Richard 
Nixon 53%

George 
Wallace 11%

1948
Harry 
Truman 50%

Thomas 
Dewey 45%

Strom 
Thurmond / 
States's 
Rights 2%

Henry 
Wallace / 
Progressive 2%

1924
John W. 
Davis 29%

Calvin 
Coolidge 54%

Robert M. 
LaFollette / 
Progressive 17%

1920
James M. 
Cox 35%

Warren G. 
Harding 62%

Eugene V. 
Debs / 
Socialist 3%

1912
Woodrow 
Wilson 42%

William 
Howard Taft 23%

Theodore 
Roosevelt/ 
Progressive 28%

Eugene V. 
Debs/ 
Socialist 6%



Minor Party Members of the House of 
Representatives
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Majority vs Plurality Voting
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Distribution of Public Opinion: Bi-Modal
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Unimodal Distribution and Two Party System
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Majority Voting in Left Wing District
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An Example of the Effects of Multi-member 
Districts

votes of 

* = winners
total of all 

votes
democratic 

voters
republican 

voters
socialist 
voters

Democratic Candidates
*1 popular incumbent 68 40 28 0
2 24 23 0 1
3 23 22 0 1
Republican Candidates
*1 popular incumbent 70 35 35 0
2 21 0 21 0
3 21 0 21 0
Socialist Candidates
*1 popular challenger 25 0 0 25
2 24 0 0 24
3 24 0 0 24
total votes 300 120 105 75
percentage of electorate 
identifying with each party 40 35 25

100 voters, 3 seats, each voter has 3 votes



An Example of Proportional Representation

Party
Percent of Vote 
in 1992 Election Seats in Knesset

Labor 36.7% 44
Likud 26.7% 32
Meretz 10.0% 12
Tsomet 6.6% 8
Shas 5.0% 6
National Religious Party 5.0% 6
United Torah Judaism 3.3% 4
Moledet 2.5% 3
Democratic Front for Peace 
and Equality (Hadash) 2.5% 3
Arab Democratic Party 1.7% 2
Total 100 120

Results of 1992 Israeli Elections



Types of Voting I 
! Prospective Issue Voting

! Prospective on position issues, in which voters take different 
views of what the government should do

! Prospective Issue Voting Can Be on different issue 
dimensions

– A number of position issues that are related to each other in a 
logical way

– People who take a liberal view on one issue are likely to take a 
liberal view on other issues in the dimension and vice versa

– Two main issue dimensions in the United States (and some 
other liberal democracies): economic and social

! The political parties in the US were mainly differentiated from each 
other  on the economic dimension from 1932 to 1964

! Social issues divide both parties internally: they are crosscutting 
issues

– Candidates in two party systems often find it useful to move 
toward the center and/ or take ambiguous stands on these issue 
dimensions



Types of Voting II
! Prospective Issue Voting, Continued

! Different issue dimensions can be more or less important to 
different voters at different elections

– This accounts for the same constituency voting for candidates 
with very different policy view

– Political parties and candidates try to appeal to voters on the 
issue dimension on which a majority of voters takes their view 

! National and state Democratic candidates typically focus on 
economic issues and try to move toward the center or take more 
ambiguous stands on social issues

! National and state Republican candidates typically focus on social 
issues and try to move toward the center or take more ambiguous 
stands on economic issues



Crosscutting Issue Dimensions    

Social Issues
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Types of Voting III
! Retrospective on valence issues, in which voters evaluate 

how well the government has attained ends on which we 
mostly agree, especially with regard to economic and 
foreign affairs

! Party Voting
! On the basis of a party’s stand on prospective issues
! On the basis of a party retrospective performance
! On the basis of family or personal Loyalty

! Candidate Voting: for candidates who have appealing
! Have appealing personal qualities
! Have been helpful to constituents with regard to 

– Local public concerns
– Constituent service 



Effects of Different Party Systems I: Bloc vs 
Coalition Parties

! Composition
! Coalition parties, which are found in two party systems, are 

composed of groups
– With different ideological tendencies (on one or more issue 

dimensions)
– Which represent different special interests
– Who come from different ethnic and religious or regional 

backgrounds
! Bloc  parties which are more likely to be found in multi-party 

systems are composed of people who agree on either 
ideology, special interest or ethnic, religious or regional 
background

! Party appeal to the electorate
! Bloc parties

– Try to distinguish themselves from other parties
– Emphasize prospective position issues



Effects of  Different Party Systems II
! Coalition Parties emphasize

– Move towards the center and take ambiguous stands
– Emphasize 

! Retrospective valence issues
! Candidate qualities

! Party unity: greater in bloc parties
! Strength of party leadership: stronger in bloc parties
! Coalitions of ideological, interest and ethnic, religious and 

regional formed at different points in the political process
! In two party systems, this occurs before elections
! In multi-party systems this occurs after elections



Effects of Different Party Systems III
! Two party systems tend to have fewer extreme points of 

view expressed in the government (and, consequently) 
among the people
! Although extremists become more powerful in the two parties 

w hen party candidates are chosen by primaries rather than 
by party leaders 

! In both systems coalitions can form and reform 
! In parliamentary systems these coalitions must stay together 

in order to keep the government in power although 
– There are more frequent changes in government in multi-party 

parliamentary systems
– There are changing coalitions between different factions in two-

party parliamentary systems
! In presidential systems coalitions are more likely to change 

from issue to issue



Liberal Representative Democracy
! Dimensions on which Liberal Representative Democracies 

Differ
! Majoritarian vs Pluralist
! Populist vs Elitist
! Egalitarian vs inegalitarian 
! Centralization vs Decentralization          
! Educative vs Non-educative
! Extent of Structural Inequality                  



Majoritarian Liberal Democracy
! Basic Presuppositions of Majoritarian Democracy

! People in good polities are committed to government 
protecting our rights and serving the common good

! People know best whether public policy is attaining the 
common good

! Typical failings of government results when government 
officials work not for the benefit of the people as a whole but
for

– Themselves
– Small  groups of people with the polity: special interest groups

! Often the rich or businessmen
! But other special interests groups can be important as well

! The fundamental aim of majoritarian liberal democracy is for 
the government to do what the people desire 



Majoritarian Principles for Organizing the 
Government

! Government officials should reflect the views of the people
! Particularly their views about the common good 
! Rather than the good of

– Geographic special interests
– Functional special interests

! Government officials should be capable of carrying out the 
goals of the people without undue delay



Problems with Majoritarian Democracy I
! The majority of the people will not always seek to protect 

the rights of the minority or the majority
! The majority of the people will not always be the best 

judge of what and how common goods should be provided 
because they lack
! Knowledge and experience
! Patience

! The majority of the people will sometimes seek public 
policies that serve their own good rather than the good of 
the people as a whole

! The majority of the people will sometimes favor providing 
common good by unjustly hurting some special interests



Problems with Majoritarian Democracy II

! The majority of the people will sometimes favor too much 
redistribution of income
! This argument presupposes that 

– Coalitions of poor and lower middle income people are more 
likely than coalitions of rich and upper middle income people. 

– Some measure of redistribution is in the interests (or is 
perceived to be in the interest of the poor and lower middle 
income people)

! These presuppositions are not always true.
– Economic conservatives argue that redistribution is not in the 

interest of the poor; Poor people who believe these arguments, 
whether true or not, will not necessarily support redistribution

– Coalitions of the rich and upper middle are more likely when
! The economic conservative argument just mentioned is widely 

accepted
! There is a great deal of political inegalitarianism



Problems with Majoritarian Democracy III

! Majoritarianism leads to political and social conflict
! Unstable policy
! Heightened debate and conflict



Two Majoritarian Conceptions of Conflict in 
Liberal Democracies

! The problems of majoritarian democracy can be minimized 
if conflict typically takes one of these forms:
! Consensus of the people vs the special interests
! Debate about the means to common goals not the ends of 

government 
– Experimentation about how to attain the ends of government 

and temporary choice of one path or another



Pluralist Liberal Democracy I
! Divide the people

! Multiplication of interests groups through
– Economic growth
– Geographic diversity
– Demographic diversity

! Encourage people to think of their special interests
! Represent all points of view in governmental institutions

! Multiple channels of representation in presidential systems
! Coalition government in parliamentary systems



Pluralist Liberal Democracy II
! Policy making by temporary extraordinary majority

! Bargaining process leads to inclusive agreements so as to 
insure that a majority is created

! Interest groups and political leaders do not want to alienate 
others they might need in the future

! Many groups have veto over government action because 
coalitions cannot be formed without their support at one or 
many stages in the legislative process

– This is more likely in a Presidential system where the legislative 
process has many independent stages



Pluralist Liberal Democracy III
! Process of coalition formation

! Re common goods and distributive justice
– Compromise: fine conception of common good most people 

agree upon
– Trade-offs: provide different common goods to different groups
– Side payments: compensate groups that are hurt by programs 

to secure common goods
! Re particular goods to special interests

– Log rolling: provide different goods to different special interests
– Balance of competing interests



Pluralist Pattern of Policy Making
! Moderation and compromise
! Many groups receive 

! Common goods they favor
! Particular, special goods

! Groups opposed to common goods
! Can stop them or modify them
! Can receive special compensation in the form of 

compromise, trade-offs and side payments
! Tendency for government to expand

! Tradeoffs and log rolls
! Costs are widely distributed and hidden

! Government is deliberative (slow)



Advantages of Pluralism
! Rights protected from government action

! No permanent majority and thus all groups fear government 
action that might be directed against them 

! Deliberative government gives time for passions to cool
! Veto power on part of minorities

! Liberal standard for common goods more likely to be met
! Widespread agreement on common goods
! Deliberation

! Government less likely to hurt small groups
! Rough justice in the distribution of benefits and costs
! Stability

! Permanent divisions minimized
! Most get something from the government or are 

compensated for harms



Problems with Pluralist Democracy I
! Government action to attain common goods and justice 

undermined by
! Division in the public about what common goods we should 

pursue
– Endless bargaining required
– Compromise not always possible or justified particularly where 

different groups do not trust each other
! The power of special interests

– Problems noted above arise
– Some common goods require sacrifice on the part of many 

special interests and this is difficult particularly where different 
groups do not trust each other

! Government serves special interests too much, contrary to 
the common good: hyperpluralism



Problems with Pluralist Democracy II
! The rough justice of pluralism is very rough: Some groups 

are weaker than others because
! Producer groups are stronger than consumer groups

– Many public policies have a greater effect on each of the 
relatively small number of producers than on each of the 
relatively large number of consumers

! Groups that have extra-political purposes (functional groups) 
tend to have more money or organizational assets

! Groups that do not have too many potential members are 
less likely to suffer from the collective action problem (see 
next slide)

! Groups that are not too small have more voters and thus 
carry more electoral weight

! Politics is not pretty



Collective Action Problem I
! Individuals do not do their share to attain some common 

good
! They are free riders who share in benefit of the common 

good without paying cost in terms of money or effort
! Individuals are tempted to be free riders when their own 

contribution will not make or break success of an 
organization or interest groups. This is more likely to be 
true when
! There are many potential members of the organization or 

interest group and each member pays only a small share of 
the total cost

! Individuals will not do own share because they can 
receive the benefits without making and contribution and 
they are either
! Unjust and do not want to pay fair share of costs or take on 

fair share of risks



Collective Action Problem II
! Not trusting of others to do their fair share and thus do not 

expect collective efforts to be successful 
! Collective action problem overcome through

! Selective incentives
! Sponsorship

– government
– interest groups

! Civic virtue
– Knowledge of what common good requires
– Acceptance of responsibility to do one’s share
– Trust that others will do their share



Pluralism vs Majoritarianism: Grounds for 
Choice

! How committed are the people to our rights?
! How serious is the conflict between groups?

! Crosscutting vs reinforcing cleavages
! How important is government action to attain the common 

good?
! How important is it to withstand special interest groups?
! How egalitarian are we?



Majoritarianism and Pluralism: 
An Overview I

Advantages of Pluralism

• Government is less likely to 
infringe on the rights of  
citizens

• Government is less likely to 
pursue common goods that are 
desired by only a majority 
rather than all the citizens 

• Government is less likely to 
serve the common good by 
unjustly harming special 
interests 

Advantages of 
Majoritarianism

• Government is more likely to take 
action to stop infringement on the 
rights of citizens

• Government is more likely to 
adopt new policies or take action 
to pursue common goods when 
the people are divided about the 
common good or when special 
interests oppose such action

• Government is less likely to serve 
special interests to the 
disadvantage of the common good



Majoritarianism and Pluralism: 
An Overview II

Advantages of 
Majoritarianism

• Government is more likely 
to redistribute income from 
the rich to the poor

• Government is less likely to 
engender disgust at the 
unprincipled and corrupt 
behavior of  politicians

Advantages of 
Pluralism

• Government is less likely 
to redistribute income 
from the rich to the poor

• Government is less likely 
to engender extremism 
and exacerbate conflict 



Majoritarianism and Forms of Government

! Majoritarian Principles for Organizing the Government
! Government officials should reflect the views of the people

– Particularly their views about the common good 
! Rather than the good of
! Geographic special interests
! Functional special interests

! Government officials should be capable of carrying out the 
goals of the people without undue delay

! Majoritarian Preferences
! Two-party parliamentary / responsible party government
! Two-party presidential
! Multi-party parliamentary



Enhancing Majoritarianism I

! Major constitutional changes (none of which are likely to be 
adopted soon)
! Replace single member districts with proportional 

representation in the whole country (or in large states) 
– Keeping an independent Presidency would limit the number of 

political parties
– A high threshold for winning seats would reduce the number of 

special interest parties
! Replace the Presidential form of government with a 

parliamentary system in which MPs are elected in single 
member districts

– Single member districts would reduce the number of small, 
special interest parties, except for some ethnic and regional 
parties



Enhancing Majoritarianism II
! Strengthening the President by recoupling Presidential and 

Congressional elections
! 4 year terms for representatives and 8 year terms for 

senators, coordinated with presidential elections
! Enhance the importance of national prospective and 

retrospective issues in congressional elections
– Insure that challengers have a relatively equal and high level of  

money
! Free media 
! Public financing

– Campaigns for the House of representatives will be more 
competitive due to equal funding for incumbents and 
challengers and thus 

! will allow more frequent party turnover
! will focus more on nation issues



Enhancing Majoritarianism III
! Increase Presidential influence with Congressmen through 

other means
! Line item veto
! Give the president the right to dissolve congress and call for 

new elections
! Allow the president to name congressmen to the cabinet

– Could create modified parliamentary system by requiring 
continued approval which  would enhance congressional role

– Or give president leverage over congress with this appointment 
power

! Are Presidents too powerful already?



Enhancing Majoritarianism IV
! Strengthening party leadership in Congress

! Campaign finance reform that provides government support 
for political parties at federal and state level

– Finance congressional general election campaigns with 
government and, especially, party funds

! As a result of party  financing, congressmen will be more loyal to 
their party  because

– Use national party campaigning and advertising to create more 
party loyalty and national voting among voters

! Parties will have to take, to some extent, clearer stands on the 
issues then they do know since differences in the regional positions 
of parties will not be possible

! Party loyalty more likely to be tied to issue positions of the parties

! Give leadership greater control over the committees; Party 
leaders should control

– Jurisdiction of committees
– Committee membership
– Committee chair



Pluralism and Forms of Government
! Pluralist principles

! Divide the people
! Rule by temporary extra-ordinary majority

! Pluralist preferences
! Two-party presidential
! Multi-party parliamentary
! Two-party parliamentary / responsible party government



Populism I
! Minimize independent power of government officials and 

the governing class
! Arguments for populism

! Equal rights of everyone to rule (for some contractarian 
liberals)

! Independent government officials come to serve their own 
ends rather than those of the people

! The Political Elite is not likely to be aware of what policies 
benefit the people because their interests are so different 
from those of the people. 

! Elitist government reduces popular knowledge and 
experience and thus leads the people to make bad decisions

! Elitism leads to inegalitarianism



Populism II
! Elitism undermines popular control and participation in 

government which is necessary to creating a people who are 
patriotic, have civic virtue and thus are willing to bear the 
burdens of liberal government

– Support their rights of those they disagree with 
– Pay taxes
– Obey the law
– Serve in the military
– Defend their rights against the government



Elitism I
! Expand independent power of government officials and the 

governing class
! Arguments for elitism

! Majoritarian populism is impossible (see below)
! The Natural Aristocracy should rule because they are

– Knowledgeable
– Experienced
– Virtuous



Elitism II
! Elitism minimizes the problems of majoritarianism and 

pluralism by allowing government officials to correct the 
mistakes of the people and special interest groups

! The dangers of elitism can be avoided if the elite are 
constrained to rule in the interests of others

– Opposition to elite mistakes often comes from other members of 
the elite

– Thus the elite can be forced to rule in the interests of all if
! There are division within the elite
! One part of the elite gains power over another by appealing to the 

people in elections

! Popular willingness to support rights and bear the costs of 
government does not require patriotism or civic virtue but

– Support for rights in general, which can be achieved by moral 
education without popular participation

– Effective government, that is government that provides the 
important instrumental public goods



Who Are The Elite?
! Government officials
! Political activists

! Politicians out of office
! Intellectuals
! Leaders of major political and social organizations
! Leaders of interest groups
! Political technicians

! The elite is permeable in most liberal democracies
! Some equality of opportunity
! New interest groups often form



Elitism and Public Opinion I
! Elites shape the political agenda: what problems must be 

dealt with and what alternatives are reasonable
! The political agenda is changed largely by events, mass 

public concerns and trends that are brought to public 
consciousness by members of the elite (intellectuals and 
policy entrepreneurs)

! The elite plays a major role in determining how and in what 
fashion these things shape the political agenda

– How and whether events, public concerns and trends are 
defined as problems

– What policy directions are taken seriously as possible 
responses to these problems

– Leading mass movements in support of some policy direction
– What specific policy proposals are debated

! Government officials and the elite more generally have the 
resources, time and expertise  to devise policies that reflect their 
own views



Elitism and Public Opinion II
! Influence of the Elite

– Where the elite is in agreement, it largely determines the 
political agenda

– Where the elite is in disagreement, it largely determines the 
alternate policy aims considered by the mass public

! Activating the mass public is often accomplished by  
political elites

! Converting the mass public is sometimes possible for high 
government officials and especially when the political elite 
is unified



Elitism and Independent Government Action I

! Elections in elitist liberal democracy are a poor means of 
expressing public opinion (particularly in presidential and 
two-party systems)
! Crosscutting Cleavages in (particularly in presidential and 

two-party systems)
! Retrospective voting
! Candidate voting



Elitism and Independent Government Action II
! Government officials have a greater capacity to act on their 

own judgment when
! Elections insulate governmental officials from the views of the 

people
– Long terms
– Indirect election
– Large districts
– Staggered terms

! Lack of public attention to many actions by government 
officials

! Balance of opposing forces in the society
! Government executives have discretion to act without new 

legislation, giving them a  resource by which to influence the 
people and interest groups

! Governments have the Institutional capacity to adopt and / or  
carry out new policies without major changes in the structure 
or  policies of the government



Importance of Elitism in Politics I
! In elitist systems

! Government officials often act
– In advance of public opinion or interest groups
– Against public opinion or interest groups

! Shifts in public policy reflect changes in government officials 
rather than changes in public opinion or the power of interest 
groups

! Elitism in majoritarian politics
! In  putting issues on the political agenda and framing 

alternatives
! In delaying consideration of legislation that the political elite 

opposes



Importance of Elitism in Politics II
! Elitism in majoritarian politics, continued

! In  determining whether legislation is passed when there is 
no overwhelming majority in favor of it

– Government action  does not always reflect the views of the 
public as a whole due to

! Non-majoritarian forms of representation
! Distance between the views of representatives and constituents

! Elitism in pluralist politics
! In  the distance between the goals of interest group leaders 

and interest group members
– Centralization of interest groups: peak associations in 

corporatist liberal democracies
– Divergence between leaders and members in decentralized 

interest groups
! In the capacity of government officials to restrain benefits to 

special interest groups



Elitist View of the People vs the Elite
! People should be balanced between servility to the elite 

and assertiveness against the elite
! The ambitious elite should be constrained by the people 

and by each other



Elitism, Populism and  Government I
! Elitist preferences for forms of government

! Two Party presidential
! Two Party parliamentary
! Multi-party parliamentary

! Elitist preferences for methods of election 
! Long terms of office
! Large districts
! Indirect elections
! Unequal number of votes
! Central nominations

! Strong, professional civil service
! Special education of political leaders



Elitism, Populism and  Government II
! Powerful government with the institutional capacity to 

! Influence citizens and other levels of government
! Easily put new policies into place

! For  elitist pluralism either
! Unorganized interest groups or
! Interest groups organized in an elitist fashion

– Individual interest groups dominated by professional staff
– Individual interest groups part of larger peak associations which 

bargain with one another and play major role in influencing 
government decision makers (corporatism)

! Elitism is combined with centralization



Impossibility of Populist Majoritarianism I

! Difficulty of defining populist majority rule when there are 
more than two alternatives because there are different 
methods of voting
! Majoritarian (Condorcet)

– Winner is the alternative that defeats all of the other alternatives 
in pairwise voting

! Positional (Borda)
– Each alternative is ranked by each voter with the highest 

alternative receiving a score equal to the number of alternatives, 
etc.

! Utilitarian
– Each alternative is given a number between 1 and .5 indicating 

intensity of preference
! The people do not always have consistent, coherent or 

detailed views on the issues
! Many people do not vote



Impossibility of Populist Majoritarianism II

! Representation creates different kinds of slack between 
the opinions of voters and that of government officials
! Voters vote on other grounds than prospective issues
! If there is more than one issue dimension, government 

officials might not represent the views of a majority
! If there is more than one issue dimension, there might be no 

majority position



Failure of Populism with Two Issue 
Dimensions

! Three groups of people each making up a third of the population
Groups in Population Issue Dimension

Economic Issues Social Issues
A 33% L C
B 33% C L
C 33% C C

! Group A is more concerned about economic issues; Group B 
about Social issues

! The result of voting is
" Group A votes for the liberal candidate
" Group B votes for the liberal candidate
" Group C votes for the conservative candidate

! The liberal candidate is elected even though 2/3s of the voters 
are conservative on each issue dimension



The Paradox of Voting I
! Two issue  dimension, three positions represented by 

candidates or parties

! Preferences of voters
! Voter 1 is liberal on both and cares more about economic 

issues than social issues
! Voter 2 is liberal on economic issues and conservative on 

social issues but cares more about social issues
! Voter 3 is conservative on economic issues and liberal on 

social issues, but care more about social issues

social issues
liberal conservative

economic liberal a b
issues conservative c



The Paradox of Voting II
! Overview of preferences

! Voter 1: a, b, c
! Voter 2: b, c, a
! Voter 3: c, a, b

! Each alternative defeats the other  by a 2-1 vote
! The Borda score for each alternative is 6
! There is no winner



Alternate Methods of Voting I: Plurality
Imaginary Ordinal and Cardinal Utilities for Five Alternatives (a, b, c, d, e) 

and Five Voters (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5)
(cardinal utilities are in parentheses) (cardinal utilities are in parentheses)

Rank Order of 
Preferences V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
1: Highest b (1.0) b (1.0) c (1.0) d (1.0) d (1.0)
2 a (.9) a (.90) b (.90) c (.9) c (.58)
3 c (.85) c (.88) a (.88) b (.60) b (.54)
4 d (.80) d (.86) d (.86) e (.55) a (.52)
5: Lowest e (.5) e (.5) e (.5) a (.5) e (.5)

Tied plurality winners: b and d each receive 40% of the vote; if there is a 
runoff, b wins 3-2



Alternate Methods of Voting II: Majoritarian 
(Condorcet)

Majoritarian (Condorcet) Winner Majoritarian (Condorcet) Winner 
(Number of votes for the Alternative in the Row when Placed in Contest 

against the Alternative in the Column)
a b c d e

a - 0 2 3 4
b 5 - 2 3 5
c (Condorcet 
Winner) 3 3 - 3 5
d 2 2 2 - 5
e 1 0 0 0 -



Alternate Methods of Voting III: Positional 
(Borda)

Calculation of Positional (Borda) Winner Calculation of Positional (Borda) Winner

(Number of Points for Alternatives in Rows, Preference Orders in Columns)
Alternatives 
with Total 
Score V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
a 9 3 3 2 0 1

b 15 (Positional 
Winner) 4 4 3 2 2
c 14 2 2 4 3 3
d 11 1 1 1 4 4
e 1 0 0 0 1 0



Alternate Methods of Voting IV: Utilitarian 
(Bentham)

Calculation of Utilitarian (Bentham) Winner Calculation of Utilitarian (Bentham) Winner

(Utility for Alternatives in Rows; Voter's judgments in the columns) (Utility for Alternatives in Rows; Voter's judgments in the columns)
Alternatives 
with Total 
Score V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
a 3.70 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.50 0.52
b 4.04 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.60 0.54
c 4.21 0.85 0.88 1.00 0.90 0.58
d 4.52 
(Utilitarian 
Winner) 0.80 0.86 0.86 1.00 1.00
e 2.55 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.55 0.50



Failure of the Borda Method to Satisfy Independence 
from Irrelevant Alternatives

Failure of the Borda Method to Satisfy Independence from 
Irrelevant Alternatives
Initial Preferences

Rank Order of 
Preferences V1 V2 V3
1: Highest a c c
2 b a a
3 Lowest c b b
Calculation of 
Borda Winner V1 V2 V3 Total
a 3 2 2 7 (Tied with c)
b 2 1 1 4
c 1 3 3 7 (Tied with a)

Changed Preferences
Rank Order of 
Preferences V1 V2 V3
1: Highest a c c
2 b b a
3 Lowest c a b
Calculation of 
Borda Winner V1 V2 V3 Total
a 3 1 2 6
b 2 2 1 5
c 1 3 3 7 (Borda Winner)



Types of Equality I
! Political Fair Equality of Opportunity: 

! Extent to which people with the same natural talents and 
ambitions coming from different social classes are able to 
enter the political elite and attain the same positions of 
power:  permeability of the political elite

! The US probably has the greatest political fair equality of 
opportunity in the world although political fair equality of 
opportunity is much less for members of the working class or 
the very poor

! Political Equality: 
! Equality of influence of people from different social classes 

over political officials
! The US probably has a relatively low level of political equality 

among the liberal democracies



Types of Equality II
! Economic Fair Equality of Opportunity: 

! Extent to which different people with the same natural talents 
and ambitions are able to attain the same level of economic 
well being 

! The US probably has a bit more economic fair equality of 
opportunity although 

– Economic fair equality of opportunity is greater for lower middle 
income people trying to raise into higher income brackets than 
for poor people

– It is not as high as our level of political equality of opportunity 
– The difference between the US and other liberal democracies is 

much less with regard to economic than  political equality of 
opportunity

! Economic Equality
! Equality of income and wealth
! The US has a relatively low level of economic equality among 

the liberal democracies



Egalitarianism vs Inegalitarianism I
! Preliminary: inegalitarianism is not elitism and vice versa
! One  indication of political inequality may be economic 

inequality
! Possible sources of inequality of income

! Differences in natural talents
! Differences in ambition and willingness to work hard
! Differences in quality and quantity of training and education
! Rents due to scarcity and market imperfection

– scarcity of product produced by monopolistic  or oligopolistic 
business enterprises 

– scarcity of skills: how much more paid than what is required  to 
get certain level of output

! The economic benefits of a scarcity of skills is enhanced when 
those with marginally greater skills can receive enormously greater 
rewards due to the winner-take-all phenomena
! Growth of communications media
! Growth of the size of markets



Egalitarianism vs Inegalitarianism II
! Inequality of family circumstances which leads to

– Differences in inheritance of wealth
– Differences in training and education (especially, perhaps, very 

early education)
– Differences in ambition due to differences in 

! Knowledge of opportunities
! Self-confidence

! Luck: being in the right place at the right time



Theories of Distributive Justice I
! Libertarianism (Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, Utopia)

! People should be allowed to earn as high an income as they 
can in the market place without any government taxation or 
spending programs redistributing income 

! Common provision and fair equality of opportunity (Michael 
Walzer, Spheres of Justice)
! Common provision (the social safety net, social insurance 

protects everyone against bad luck where equitable or 
efficient private insurance is impossible to create

– Lack of parents
– Disability
– Health problems
– Lack of support in old age

! Fair equality of opportunity provides an equal chance for 
those with the same natural talents and ambitions

– And insures that ambitions are not stifled by bad social and 
economic circumstances



Theories of Distributive Justice II
! Once common provision and and fair equality of opportunity 

are created, those with greater natural talents and ambitions 
should be allowed to make as high an income as they can on 
the market

! Redistribution of income beyond social insurance and fair 
equality of opportunity to minimize undeserved benefits of natural 
talents and ambition (John Rawls, A Theory of Justice)
! Some degree of inequality is necessary to a high level of economic output 

and growth because it encourages people to work hard, get training or 
education and to work in certain jobs

! Everyone might benefit from inequality but those who are naturally talented 
or ambitious benefit more from inequality than those who are not

! The greater incomes of the naturally talented and ambitious is justified when 
the benefits go to everyone or in this way it benefits everyone or the least 
advantaged

! Inequality is not justified  when those with greater natural talents or ambition 
benefit at the expense of those with lesser natural talents or ambition 



Theories of Distributive Justice III
! Complete equality which is attained by forcing those with natural 

talents and ambition to work for the good of all (Some Marxists?)
! This non-liberal view is incompatible with civil liberty



Egalitarianism vs Inegalitarianism III
! Arguments for Political Inegalitarianism

! The common good is served by political inequality:
– Political equality leads to redistributive programs aimed at 

attaining economic equality which, in turn, leads to a reduction 
in economic output and a lack of economic growth

– Political equality leads to a destruction of moral, intellectual and 
artistic standards of excellence 

– Political inequality gives greater political power to those who, by 
virtue of their natural talents, ambition, and education are most 
likely to seek to protect our rights and seek the common good

! Right to the appropriate degree of economic inequality would 
be infringed upon by a egalitarian political system 



Egalitarianism vs Inegalitarianism IV
! Arguments for Political Egalitarianism

! Right to political equality
! The common good is served by

– Political equality which leads to
! a broad  range of viewpoints expressed in political life

– Economic and social equality which leads to
! economic growth because of natural talents are not blocked by 

inequality of opportunity
! reduced street crime
! a permeable, divided and thus less dangerous political elite
! a sense of political  and social solidarity
! a pluralistic, innovative and vibrant culture

– And is not hurt by political equality because the economic and 
other goals of political inequality can be obtained in an elitist, 
though egalitarian, liberal democracy and the economic goals of 
political inequality can be attained by structural inequality

! Right to economic equality



Sources of Political Inequality in Liberal 
Democracies I

! Inequality in Majoritarianism
! Influence of money and social class on political participation
! Influence of money and social class on political ideas 

expressed in public life and, in particular, in the media
– Do working class and many professional / managerial class 

Americans suffer from false consciousness?
! Influence of money by means of campaign contributions
! Lack of fair equality of opportunity to become a member of 

the political elite



Sources of Political Inequality in Liberal 
Democracies II

! Inequality in Pluralism: Differential Power of Interest 
Groups
! Resources of organization and money

– Functional interest groups (those not organized primarily for 
narrowly defined political purposes) tend to be advantaged: 
business and religious organizations

! Producer vs consumer groups
– Produces have a much greater incentive to organize to receive 

benefits than consumers do to stop them since the benefit to 
each produce is concentrated and thus high and the cost to 
each consumer is distributed and thus relatively low



Sources of Political Inequality in Liberal 
Democracies III

! The advantage of small groups
– A much higher percentage of the potential members of small 

interest groups are actual members 
– Due to the collective action problem

! Benefits of interest group activity go to both members and non-
members

– To some extent this is overcome by
! Selective benefits
! Sponsored groups
! Government organized groups 

! Structural inequality enhances in both majoritarian and 
pluralist inegalitarianism (see below)



Indicators of Economic Inequality
! Distribution of income in quintiles

! Average income per quintile
! Lowest income per quintile
! Effects of government policy: some redistribution

! Unemployment



Who Benefits from Redistributive Policy I?

! Redistributive policy includes
! Public good spending

– Education
– Police
– Infrastructure
– Parks and recreation; arts

! Common Provision
! Equality of Opportunity



Who Benefits from Redistributive Policy II?

! Left wing answer: Most Americans who, without 
government provision, 

– Could not afford
! Protection from unemployment, health catastrophes, disability, old 

age
! Education of the quality they receive
! To live in neighborhoods with sufficient private police to protect 

themselves
! To pay for many of the recreation facilities they take advantage of
! To pay for toll expenses of private superhighways

– And who benefit from
! The good economic consequences of infrastructure and education 

spending
! The egalitarian distribution of income of government jobs
! The good economic consequences of a free market economy that, 

without some redistribution to minimize the consequences of wage 
disparity and unemployment is politically impossible to sustain



Who Benefits from Redistributive Policy III?

! Right wing answer: Few if any Americans.
! If taxes were drastically reduced, particularly on the rich, 

Americans could afford many of the goods that are provided 
by government now

! If taxes were drastically reduced, economic growth would be 
higher

! Only the poor receive economic benefits, and these tend to 
create the long term ills of dependency



Political Inequality and Economic Inequality I

! Is the extent of economic inequality due to, and an 
indication of, extreme political inequality? To conclude this, 
we have to rule out the next three explanations of 
economic inequality

! Economic inequality is required to attain high levels of 
economic output and economic growth (which leads to 
higher incomes for the less well off)
! The truth of this idea is at the center of the debate between 

contemporary liberals and conservatives
– It is probably true that some substantial degree of inequality is 

necessary for this reason
– But 

! economic equality of opportunity can also lead to high levels of 
economic output and economic growth  because it allows us to 
take advantage of the natural talents of a larger number of people 
and because it reduces the crime rate

! there is also evidence that successful economies can be more 
egalitarian than the US



Political Inequality and Economic Inequality II

! People with little income and wealth in the US tend to be 
economic conservatives and are opposed to government 
programs to create fair equality of opportunity and to 
redistribute income
! While Americans probably tend to be somewhat more 

conservative on economic issues than people in other 
countries, poor and working class Americans do favor 
government action to create fair equality of opportunity

! To the extent that the poor and working class Americans have 
become more conservative now than in the past, this is 
probably the result of the beliefs that 

– Government programs give some people (here and abroad) 
things they do not deserve

! The widespread revulsion among white (and many black) people 
against affirmative action, which is seen as trying to attain equality 
by giving people educational and job opportunities they do not 
deserve



Political Inequality and 
Economic Inequality III

! The widespread, and false, belief that a great deal of government 
spending goes to people (and especially women ) who are 
unwilling to work and who have children out of wedlock and at an 
early age
! Most government spending goes to middle income and upper 

people particularly when tax subsidies for mortgages and 
health care and benefits to businesses are taken into account

! Most people on welfare are on welfare due to unemployment, 
divorce or illness, are not on welfare very long, and do not 
have families that are larger than most other Americans

! Many people on welfare work off the books in order to 
maintain eligibility for Medicaid

! The widespread belief that foreign aid constitutes a large share of 
the US Budget

! These beliefs are probably exacerbated, but do not arise as a 
result of racism



Political Inequality and 
Economic Inequality IV

– Taxes are too high
! This belief arises not because tax rates in general have risen in the 

last twenty years, because they have not
! But, rather because taxes are resented more due to the 

! The decline in wages of poor and working class Americans
! The American tax system has become somewhat more 

regressive in the last twenty years 
! More people today than in the past believe that government is 

corrupt and inefficient
! The belief, discussed above, that government programs give 

benefits to the undeserving
– The, possibly false, belief in the necessity of economic 

inequality for economic growth which has grown in the years 
since Ronald Reagan became President because Americans 
blame the bad performance of the economy under Jimmy Carter 
on government 



Political Inequality and Economic Inequality V
! It is sometimes easier to create a top-down rather than 

bottom-up coalition because the redistribution of income 
would hurt not  just the rich but those in the 2nd or 3rd 
quintiles
! Given how few really rich people there are, fair equality of 

opportunity or further  redistribution of income would require 
taxing those in the top two or three quintiles more heavily

! But programs to support common provision and fair equality 
of opportunity programs may provide benefits to all but the 
top 10 to 15% of households that are greater than the taxes 
they pay

– All but the very well off do or potentially might rely on common 
provision for retirement, health care or  disability protection

– All but the very well off depend on fair equality of opportunity 
programs such as public elementary, secondary and higher 
education and libraries



Political Inequality and 
Economic Inequality VI

– All but the very well off are aided by government tax breaks for 
mortgage payments, retirement and health care

– All but the very well off gain benefits greater than the taxes they 
pay when tax money is spent on a variety of public goods that 
all but the rich must depend upon: police and fire protection; 
land use planning; public parks; roads and public transportation

– All but the very well off may gain benefits greater than the taxes 
they pay due to the effect of fair equality of opportunity and 
redistribution on

! Reducing crime rates 
! Creating higher economic output and growth



Political Inequality and 
Economic Inequality VII

! Still people in the second and third quintiles may not 
recognize

– The degree to which they benefit from social insurance, fair 
equality of opportunity and public goods  

! Government benefits and their taxes necessary to pay for them are 
taken for granted  

– The degree of inequality that exists in the US (in large part 
because the poor and working Americans are socially invisible).

! Young people have exaggerated expectations of their future 
earnings and thus do not expect to need help from government 
programs

! Older people blame themselves rather than  political and economic 
inequality for not meeting these expectations and thus do not 
recognize that changeable political and social conditions partially 
account for their economic difficulties

! People who are well off do not realize how well they are doing in 
relative terms and thus are less willing to pay taxes to help those 
worse off than themselves



Voting by Income
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Voting Rates by Social Class
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Unemployment Rate 1960-1992
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Unemployment Statistics
March 1992 July 1982

Labor Force and 
Unemployment
Labor force 127,142,857 110,102,040
Unemployed by 
conventional definiton 8,900,000 10,790,000
People working part-time 
who seek full time work 6,200,000 2,325,000
Discouraged workers 1,100,000 1,497,000
Unemployment Rates
Conventional 
unemployment rate 7.0 9.8
Unemployment rate 
including people working 
part-time who seek full-
time work 11.9 11.9
Unemployment rate 
including discouraged 
workers 7.9 11.2
Unemployment rate 
including last two 
categories 12.7 13.3
Class
managers and 
administrators 3.7
professiontal and 
technical 3.3
sales 5.4
clerical 6.9
craft workers 10.9
transport ops 11.6
factory workers 17.4
genl laborers 18.6
constuction 20.3
Length of 
Unemployment
average duration 17.5 weeks 15.6 weeks



Changes in Median Family Income 
1947-1989

Median Family Income
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

Income in 1989 $ $14,741 $26,470 $31,144 $32,844 $34,213

1947-1967 1967-1973 1973-1979 1979-1989
Change in period $11,729 $4,673 $1,701 $1,369
Average annual growth in period 2.9% 2.7% 0.9% 0.4%

Change in period for bottom 80% Level $30,343
Percent 25.7%

Change in period for top 5% Level $1,426
Percent 5.2%



Distribution of Income by Quintile 1947-89

Distribution of Income By Quintile Income Growth By Quintile and in Top Quintile, 1977-1990
Families Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains

Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains in 1990 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

Quintile Average Family Income
lowest 20% 5.00 5.50 5.50 5.20 4.60
second 20% 11.90 12.40 11.90 11.60 10.60
third 20% 17.00 17.90 17.50 17.50 16.50
fourth 20% 23.10 23.90 24.00 24.10 23.70
highest 20% 43.00 40.40 41.40 41.70 44.60
top 5% 17.50 15.20 15.50 15.80 17.90
next 15% 25.50 25.20 25.60 25.90 26.70



Distribution of Income by Quintile and Top 5 
% - 1989
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Average Family Income by Quintile 1947-89

Average Income in Quintile by 1989 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

lowest 20% 5,866
second 20% 15,107
third 20% 25,823
fourth 20% 40,374
highest 20% 77,716

bottom 80% $12,357 $21,915 $25,919 $27,317 $28,743
top 5% $60,701 $89,274 $109,131 $118,249 $148,591
top 1% $500,000

Ratio of average 
income of top 5% 
to bottom 80% 4.90 4.10 4.20 4.30 5.20



Average Family Income by Quintile and Top 5%
and 1% - 1989
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Lowest Income by Quintile and Top 5% -1989

Low Income by Quintile in 1989 Dollars
1947 1967 1973 1979 1989

second 20% 16,003
third 20% 28,000
fourth 20% 40,800
highest 20% 59,550
top 5% 98,963



Lowest Income by Quintile and Top 5% - 1989
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Distribution of Family  Income Under Alternative 
Definitions - 1989

! Note that these figures do not take into account the effects of 
various programs that give the greatest benefits to middle 
income families such as public higher education and mortgage 
interest deductions. Nor does it take into account the bias in the 
provision of public goods towards middle and upper middle 
income families, such as police protection and public schools.

pre-tax/
pre-transfer
excluding

capital
gains

pre-tax /
pre-transfer

including
capital
gains

post-tax /
pre-transfer

including
capital
gains

post-tax/
post-

transfer
including
capital
gains

lowest 20% 1.50 1.50 1.70 5.00
second 20% 8.20 7.80 8.80 10.90
third 20% 15.90 15.30 16.30 16.50
fourth 20% 25.00 24.20 24.90 23.40
highest 20% 49.40 51.10 48.20 44.10



Income Growth by Quintile 
1977-1990

Income Growth By Quintile and in Top Quintile, 1977-1990
Post-cash transfer, pre-tax, excluding capital gains

in 1990 Dollars

Average Family Income Percent Change
1977 1980 1990 1977-90 1980-1990

All $36,247 $36,138 $41,369 14.1% 14.5%

Highest 20% $78,965 $81,589 $105,209 33.2% 28.9%
   Highest 1% $281,383 $315,648 $548,970 95.1% 73.9%
   Next 4% $97,739 $100,534 $125,800 28.7% 25.1%
   Next 5% $69,335 $69,439 $82,154 18.5% 18.3%
   Next 10% $54,407 $55,505 $63,663 17.0% 14.7%
Fourth 20% $42,148 $41,957 $44,908 6.5% 7.0%
Middle 20% $31,311 $30,268 $30,964 -1.1% 2.3%
Second 20% $20,205 $19,237 $19,348 -4.2% 0.6%
Lowest 20% $8,531 $8,082 $7,725 -9.5% 4.4%



Change in Average Income by Quintile 1977-90
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Earnings by Education, Sex and Age

Mean Money Earnings by Educational Attainment, Sex and Age, 1988
For Year Round Full Time Workers 25 and Over

Education
8 Years Secondary College
or less 1-3 Years 4 Years All 1-3 Years 4 Years 5 or more All Total

Male
25-34 years old 14,923 18,915 23,434 22,698 26,486 32,956 37,354 31,035 26,520
35-44 years old 20,455 22,737 28,777 27,922 32,698 43,087 53,692 42,646 36,044
45-54 years old 20,348 24,935 30,660 29,487 38,158 47,432 57,164 47,248 37,039
55-64 years old 20,713 25,231 28,852 27,930 34,500 49,272 51,860 45,073 33,975
65 years old and over 13,941 21,630 27,961 26,517 32,990 34,124 45,742 38,176 28,659
All 18,903 22,430 27,139 26,292 31,543 40,415 50,262 39,671 32,558
Female
25-34 years old 11,710 11,724 19,199 15,728 19,526 24,688 27,740 22,970 19,593
35-44 years old 11,009 13,967 17,551 17,108 22,334 27,220 32,957 26,432 21,740
45-54 years old 12,201 14,738 18,953 18,288 23,680 26,812 33,667 27,242 21,563
55-64 years old 12,273 15,134 17,321 16,865 21,215 25,465 31,080 24,769 19,047
65 years old and over 11,445 11,963 14,891 14,257 18,414 13,054 25,858 18,674 15,570
All 9,430 13,834 17,336 16,856 21,310 25,674 31,189 24,933 20,531
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, P-60, unpublished data
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Enhancing Majoritarian Egalitarianism I
! Campaign finance reform that weakens the importance of 

campaign contributions
! Making voting and political participation easier

! Reducing registration requirements
! Providing  more places at which to register to vote
! Keeping the polls open longer
! Political parties should use campaign funds to encourage 

voting and participation
! Labor law reform to aid union organizing



Enhancing Majoritarian Egalitarianism II
! Enhancing employment opportunities for the working class 

and poor people
! Expansion of educational and training opportunities for 

working class and poor
! Reducing unemployment levels by means of 

– Government employment
– Government management of the economy

! See below on structural inequality



Enhancing Pluralist Egalitarianism  
! Campaign finance limitations for rich special interest 

groups
! Government support for the goals of weak interest groups

! EPA
! Consumer Product Safety Commission
! OSHA

! Government organization of weak interest groups 
! Department of Labor and NLRB
! Department of Agriculture
! Department of Commerce
! Defense department and the South
! Reformed affirmative action



Centralization vs Decentralization I
! Types of Regional / Local Governments or Partial 

Communities
! Territorial Communities

– General
– Special Purpose, eg, for education, transportation, control of 

water resources, etc. 
! Functional Communities

– Producer
– Consumer

! Combinations of above
! Status of Regional / Local Government

! Dependent on and created by central government
! Creator of central government
! Independent status: dual sovereignty



Centralization vs Decentralization II
! Forms of Policy Decentralization

! Regional / local choice in partial communities
! Market mechanisms with government finance (vouchers)



For Decentralization / Subsidiarity
! Decentralized polities can pursue different views of the 

common good
! Less political and social conflict
! Greater fairness since only those who benefit from certain 

goods pay for them
! Decentralized polities can allow for a greater range of 

political and social experiments
! See also participatory democratic arguments



For Centralization
! Public goods and bads that do not respect borders, for 

example, pollution, education
! Inequalities between units of government undermine good 

and just public policies 
! Distributive justice and equity: fair equality of opportunity 

cannot be provided by decentralized units of government 
which are poor 

! Competition for investment leads to 
– Special incentives for investment creating economic inequities
– Less than optimal regulation
– Low taxes which allows less money for common goods or social 

welfare policy
! This  problems can be partly overcome  by

– Revenue sharing
– Central finance but local or private provision of many goods
– Legal limits on special incentive for investment



Debate in Contemporary 
Liberal Democracies I

! Economic issues: 
! What is the appropriate standard for distributive justice
! How far are we from fair equality of opportunity?
! Can we provide  further redistribution without undermining 

economic growth?



Debate in Contemporary 
Liberal Democracies II

! Social issues
! Issues involving questions of how we should live our lives, 

what our final ends should be and how we should deal with 
those whose views of these issues differ from our own (Sex, 
drugs and rock and roll issues)

– Sexual morality: abortion, gay rights, 
– Recreational drugs
– Euthanasia
– Punishment vs economic opportunities and rehabilitation as a 

response to crime
– Art and Music that encourages experimentation, excess,  

questioning accepted ends
– The role of religion in the polity and especially the schools
– Deference to authority in religion, schools, the family
– Welfare, when this is understood by conservative as giving 

benefits to people unwilling to to work hard



Debate in Contemporary 
Liberal Democracies III

! Left understanding: toleration for unpopular ideas and ways 
of life

! Right understanding: self-expression vs the self-restraint 
required for civilized life



The Incoherence of American Politics
! The Right supports economic individualism and social 

communalism
! But economic individualism 

– encourages the pursuit of self-interest and the lack of self-
restraint that contemporary conservatives descry

– undermines established communities that support traditional 
moral views

! The Left supports economic communalism and social 
individualism
! But social individualism undermines the sense of common 

purposes and the acceptance of self-restraint that is 
necessary if people are to be willing to help others in the 
ways demanded by economic communalism



Does Individualism Threaten Liberal 
Democracy?

! Without the provision of some common goods, can the 
instrumental goods provided by liberalism be attained?
! Economic growth depends upon communalism as well as 

individualism: 
– on common activity in production 
– on government policy that looks to the long term common good  

! The rise in crime is tied to individualism because of its effects 
on problems that increase crime

– Individual concern for well being of fellow citizens
– Family life and concern for children
– Inequality



Private Enterprise and Political Power I
! Those who control private business enterprises exercise 

political power in three ways
! They use their organization and economic resources to 

influence government officials
! They make independent decisions that effect the common 

good of those outside these enterprises
! They make independent decisions that effect the common 

good of those who work in these enterprises
– Income and other shared individual goods
– Individual and communal goods of different kinds of work 
– Individual and communal goods of the social and environmental 

circumstances in which people work

! All three forms of  political power are exercised in 
essentially an authoritarian rather than democratic matter



Private Enterprise and Political Power II
! Do the heads of business enterprises have discretion?

! Theory of limited discretion: market constrains all decisions 
about what and how to produce and what benefits to give 
workers

! Theory of corporate discretion
– Even under perfect competition, heads of business enterprises 

can make decisions about what aims to pursue if they are  
willing to give up other aims

– Oligopoly profits expand discretion of heads of business 
enterprises to choose among different aims: short vs long term 
profits; enterprise building; power

– Varieties of means to the same aims
– Advertising 



Educational Inequality



Liberal vs Participatory Democracy I
! Human beings have no 

common final ends

! Politics should aim at the 
provision of instrumental not 
final common goods: life, 
liberty and property

! Politics is a means to the end 
of attaining instrumental 
goods

! Human beings have certain 
common final ends
" Social solidarity
" Self-development

! Politics should aim at the  the 
provision of final  common 
(and communal) goods 

! Politics and political activity 
can be an end in itself 



Liberal vs Participatory Democracy II
! Participation in political 

activity is not central to a 
good life
" It is sometimes necessary 

protect our rights
" But it can interfere with the 

pursue of other instrumental 
and final goods 

" And too much participation 
can lead to bad public policy 
and unending  political 
conflict  

! Politics should be replaced, 
in so far as possible, by 
contractual arrangements 
between individuals 
interacting in the market

! Political participation is 
central to a good life. It 
enables us to attain the 
goods of social solidarity and 
self-development. Under 
contemporary conditions this 
requires active participation 
in
" Decentralized local politics
" Politics at work

! The liberal reliance on 
contract and the market 
hides the exercise of political 
power in the private sector 
but does not do away with it



Social Solidarity: Rousseauian Account I
! Critique of Locke: we must understand how human desires 

developed and changed
! Evolutionary account: what makes human beings different 

from animals
! Originally, we were not much different 

– We had few desires
! Capacity for development, perfectability

– Freedom from instinct; capacity to act in many ways 
– Leads to satisfying desires in new ways



Social Solidarity: Rousseauian Account II

! Language 
! Lead to  new forms of thought

– Think about past or future apart from thinking about the present
– Think in general terms apart from thinking about particular 

things
! Leads to new forms of individual and collective action 

– Long term planning
– Social practices, conventions, customs
– New forms of perception and desires



Social Solidarity: Rousseauian Account III

! Development of language and thought leads to desire for 
recognition and the esteem of others and further 
expansion of desires
! Self-esteem

– We have the right desires; satisfaction of them will bring us 
happiness

– We can satisfy our desires
! Success, recognition from others and similarity to others 

enhances self-esteem



Social Solidarity: Rousseauian Account IV

! Capacity to satisfy desires in new ways leads to new 
desires
! Become accustomed to easier life
! Develop capacities to enjoy new or better goods
! Seek to satisfy desires as means of winning recognition and 

self-esteem
! Development of Civil Society

! Division of  labor leads to interdependence
! Interdependence leads to expanded desire for recognition

– End in itself
– Means to favorable relationships with other



Individual Unhappiness
! Desires are never satisfied

! Desires for income and material goods are always increasing
! Live for others, not ourselves

! Lose sense of own identity
! Act contrary to our own wants in order to gain recognition 

! Constant tension between egoistic desires and moral 
responsibility

! Self-repression and cycles of repression & explosion
! Corruption of internal goods of (often communal) activity



Political and Social Conflict I
! Devalue each other by denigrating each others ends and 

capabilities
! Egoistic desires come to dominate Normative desires as civil 

society develops because people don’t really know or trust each 
other each other
" Dissembling and dishonesty in political and social life
" Purely instrumental relationships to others
" Religious and moral teaching undermined by science and by our 

experience
! Decline of individual responsibility

" Antagonism between people undercuts sense of responsibility 
" Lack of sense of individual control over outcomes of our own life or 

of political and social life
" Gain recognition through bad and evil actions: celebrity does not 

discriminate between moral and immoral, good and bad actions



Political and Social Conflict II
! Growth of dependence on a large state

" Due to developments in contemporary life, individuals cannot 
provide social welfare goods for themselves

" Lack of sense of individual control
" Fear of others

! Decline in rate of economic growth
" Prerequisites of productivity increases in contemporary economies

– Investment in capital equipment and in training for skill development
– Teamwork
– Flexibility in product and process development and production

" Social conflict makes attainment of these prerequisites
– Concern for short term monetary goals undermines both kinds of 

investment and long term solidarity and leads to frequent jobs changes
– Frequent jobs changes and lack of loyalty to business enterprise 

undermines all three prerequisites
– Lack of trust by management and commitment by workers leads to 

hierarchical, inflexible forms of organization
! Collective ills resulting from the attempt to gain individual goods



Social Solidarity as a Solution I
! Since independence is impossible, must create complete 

dependence
! Good of people found in communal activities and attainments
! Not sacrifice of individual good but happiness found in 

common goods
! Consequences of dependence

! Less tension between individual and community
! Less self-repression

! How is social solidarity attained: classical republic
! Small scale society
! Equality
! Government responsive to people
! Extensive common goods
! Participation in government
! Civic Education



Social Solidarity as a Solution II
! Why social solidarity is impossible in a pluralistic (and in 

some cases multi-national) modern state
! Lack of possibility for participation
! Few common goods without tyranny

! How can social solidarity be attained today: community at 
work
! Decentralization
! Democracy
! Equality
! Civic Education



Social Solidarity as a Solution III
! Possible costs of social solidarity

! Slower economic growth due to fewer individual incentives
– Although the necessity for collective action in the contemporary 

economy may  make social solidarity necessary to economic 
growth

! Respect for those who think differently is undermined within 
particular  participatory communities



Self-development I
! All human beings have a want for self-development

! Development and exercise of our faculties, abilities, talents
! Want can be frustrated by work or recreation that is

– Too difficult to master
– Too easy and unchallenging, boring

! The kinds of activities we take pleasure in depend upon what 
faculties and capacities we have developed



Practices of Excellence I
! Coherent and complex form of socially established 

cooperative human activity 
! Standards of excellence which are appropriate to, and 

partially definitive of that form of activity
! Taking part in activity leads to improved powers to meet or 

exceed standards
! Requires training and experience to develop skills necessary 
! to carrying out practice
! to enjoy practice

! Part of successful practice involves refining or revising the 
standards of excellence 



Practices of Excellence II
! Success or failure can only be (or can best) be judged by 

those who are expert in it
! Internal good of practices of excellence

! Rests on meeting criteria of successful practice
! May involve

– Development and exercise of faculties and capacities
– Solidarity with others who take part in practice and share criteria 

of successful practice
! Can only be attained through this practice of excellence



Self-development II
! Self-development is not possible if we do not have control 

over the circumstances in which we work
! Most of the time and energy we have available for self-

development is found at work
! Much of the work that people do does not allow for self-

development
– Oligarchic corporate leaders have an incentive to create bad 

work: de-skilling leads to workers that are easier to replace
– Fear of corporate abuse leads unions to demand work rules that 

limit skill development
! Focus on external goods rather than internal goods required 

in our political and social life due to
– Our jobs are organized to provide external goods to those who 

hire us rather than internal goods for us
– Large scale impersonal organizations force us to try to impress 

others in terms of capacity to attain external goods
! Lack of knowledge of activities and capacities of others 



Self-development III
! Bad work (and exhaustion at work) leads to the pursuit of 

forms of recreation that are narcotizing rather than 
challenging 

! Control over work requires some form of participatory 
democracy at work



Participatory Democracy and Work I
! Participatory democracy in the contemporary world 

requires democracy at work
! Work is the arena in which much of our 

– time and energy goes 
– interaction with other people is found

! Thus
– Political skills and experience for most people can only be 

developed in work
– Social solidarity and self-development for most people is 

primarily found in work



Participatory Democracy and Work II
! Government of business enterprises under certain 

circumstances should be turned over to a government 
consented to by all who work for the enterprise 
! Once a certain size in terms of number of workers or 

revenues is reached
! And, for some participatory democrats, once the founder has 

given up control
! Previous owners retain a right to revenue (preferred stocks or 

bonds)



Participatory Democracy and Work III
! Workers could consent to different forms of government 

(and could change their mind about the best form of 
government)
! All corporations would be governed by some form of direct or 

representative democracy. 
! These forms of government could be direct or representative 

democracies and, if the latter, could vary along a number of 
dimensions

– Majoritarian vs Pluralist
– Elitist vs populist
– Egalitarian vs inegalitarian
– Centralized vs decentralized

! Participation at lower levels leads to more and better 
participation at higher levels (and in local, state and 
national politics)



Participatory Democracy and Work IV
! Participatory democrats expect that workers would 

demand some form of decentralization in corporate 
governance 
! Hierarchical model of corporate organization would be 

replaced
– Functional specialization
– Decision making at the top of each specialty
– Rules and procedures guide or determine decisions at each 

subordinate level
! Flat and decentralized model of corporate organization would 

be developed
– Decentralization would take place pushing decisions about 

different matters to the lowest possible level
– Decisions made by agreement within product teams consisting 

of people drawn from a variety of functional specialties



Participatory Democracy and Work V
! Levels at which participation can take place. Each level of 

enterprise decision making would be democratized, although 
perhaps in a different way 
! Work process: control over the procedures and equipment used to 

accomplish different tasks 
– Direct democracy is more likely to  found here

! Work development: control over product development, engineering 
and marketing

– A combination of direct and representative democracy might be found 
here with some element of elitism

! Work place: control over the social and built environment in which 
work takes place 

– Representative democracy might be found here with greater elements 
of elitism and some element of pluralism 



Participatory Democracy and Work VI
! Work benefits: control over the various shared and common 

benefits received by workers
! Corporate development: control over the fundamental 

corporate decisions about corporate strategy and investment 
and the creation of work development teams

– Representative democracy (perhaps of an indirect form) might 
be found here with a large components of elitism and pluralism



Participatory Democracy vs. Property Rights 

! Types of property rights over the means of production
! Right to revenue: income and capital gains
! Right to transfer (or alienate) ownership 
! Right to exclude others from using the means of production
! Right to control activity of those who use the means of 

production
! These property rights are not always found together

! Feudal lords had only a right to revenue and a partial right to 
control the activity of those who use the means of production

! Owners of many big business enterprises have only a right to 
revenue and a right to transfer ownership 

! Participatory democrats want to transfer right of control from 
managers to workers while allowing right of revenue and right 
to transfer right of revenue to remain with owners (investors)

! Liberals usually hold that all four rights belong together 



Town and Corporate Government 
! The case of Pullman, Illinois and the Pullman Company 
! Are there important differences between owning a town 

and a company in terms of:
! Entrepreneurial energy and vision 
! Investment of private capital
! Consent of people who come to live in the town or work in the 

factory
! Walzer’s claim: if there are no significant differences then 

just as owners of a town have no right to govern the 
people who live there, owners of a company have no right 
to govern the people who work there 

! Questions about Walzer’s argument
! Do we have a right to consent to town government?
! What is required for consent to government? 



Consent to Government I
! Consent and the origins of government (Locke)

! Everyone must agree to form a government
! The majority determines the form of government

! Sources of the right to consent
! Governmental authority must be granted by the people who 

live under the government because there is no other agreed 
basis upon which anyone can claim authority (Locke)

! Granting governmental authority is only rational if everyone 
agrees to live under it  (Habermas)

– To come to a rational agreement is to agree on the basis of 
reasoned argument and that alone

– A reasoned argument is one that could be accepted by 
everyone



Consent to Government II
! Equal right to consent

! The people must have an equal right to consent because 
there is no agreed basis to establish unequal rights to 
consent

! An equal right to consent is only possible if the background 
conditions under which consent takes place are roughly 
equal

– Force and duress are excluded
– The consequences for everyone of a failure to agree must be 

roughly the same



Consent to Government III
! Is equality of the right to consent compatible with consent 

understood as 
! The right to emigrate?

– Alternatives must be available that are roughly equivalent or 
those who hold power have a great bargaining advantage over 
those who do not

– People give up a great deal if they must emigrate to another 
country or work place in order to have some influence over 
where they live or work

! The right to collective bargaining?
– Only those who hold power have the resources of the 

government to use in collective bargaining
– The main threat of those without power is to emigrate
– The result of collective bargaining depends upon economic 

circumstances that are essentially irrelevant to the justice of 
each sides claims (and that are much more under the control of 
the business enterprise than workers)



Participatory Democracy 
and Economic Efficiency I

! The people who have ultimate control over the decision to 
invest will not be those who have high incomes and will not 
usually be those who rely to a large degree on income 
from capital. 
! So governments could raise taxes on high incomes and on 

wealth with out fearing that a investment strike will result. 



Participatory Democracy 
and Economic Efficiency II

! Socially controlled business enterprises are likely to result
in greater productivity and higher wages at the same levels
of investment. So policies (such as full employment and
social welfare benefits) that result in lower levels of
investment would not have as serious negative
consequences
! Socially controlled business enterprises have much less

incentive to replace highly skilled and educated workers with
less skilled and educated workers and new production
techniques

– In many cases highly skilled and educated workers even with
older production techniques are more productive than less
skilled and educated workers (and they are certainly more
productive with the same production techniques)



Participatory Democracy and 
Economic Efficiency III

– But privately owned business enterprises have an incentive to 
replace highly skilled and educated workers because such 
workers have an advantage in bargaining over wages as 
compared to less skilled and educated workers.

! This leads to “deskilling” workers in private business enterprises
! Thus in private enterprises, higher productivity does not necessarily 

lead to higher profits
– Socially controlled owned business enterprises seek to 

maximize the return to workers rather than investors (subject to 
the need to borrow money from investors). Thus they have no 
incentive to deskill workers

! Social controlled business enterprises are more likely to seek 
long term growth as opposed to short term profits:

– More jobs, market power and prestige in growth
! Socially controlled business enterprises takes greater 

advantage of the knowledge and skill of workers in 
developing new products and production techniques



Participatory Democracy and 
Economic Efficiency IV

! Socially controlled business enterprises tend to have a more 
flexible workforce because there is much less distrust of 
management

! Socially controlled business enterprises tend to have higher 
worker morale and provide greater material and status 
rewards for acting in a way that contributes to higher 
productivity creating greater motivation to

– Work hard 
– Train other workers
– Resolve conflicts in ways that contribute to the common good

! Costs to long term economic productivity in socially 
controlled business enterprises 
! Time spent in deliberation and debate



Problems with Participatory Democracy
! Tensions Between Solidarity and Self-development

– Solidarity is more likely when 
! Consensus about goals
! Less change in personnel and work practices and technology

– Self-development is more likely when
! Conflict and debate about goals (up to a point) 
! More change in personnel, work practices and technology

! Possibility of conflict between participatory organizations
! How to deal with these problems

! Combine liberal and participatory democracy
– Pluralism in the aims of different participatory democratic 

institutions
– Liberal democratic protection of the rights of members of 

participatory organizations
! Seek both self-development and solidarity in taking part in 

politics in participatory organizations



Aristotelian Conception
! Aristotelian View of Virtue



How Participatory Democracy Can Aid 
Liberal Democracy

! Morality encouraged
! By 

– creating a sense of connection and shared responsibility for 
ourselves and others rather than expectation that only our 
individual efforts or a distant government will take care of us

– breaking down gap between appearance and reality in 
participatory communities

! Including
– Respect for  rights
– Responsibility for ourselves, our  families and community rather 

than 
– Intrinsic vs extrinsic (money and prestige) aims of work

! Also requires moral change: new public confidence in 
standards of right and wrong



How Participatory Democracy Can Aid 
Liberal Democracy

! Knowledge about and participation in public affairs 
increased, which is necessary to providing the right 
common goods

! Economic growth due to efficiency


